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4 Things To Know About State Transfer Pricing Efforts In 2021 

By Maria Koklanaris 

Law360 (January 29, 2021, 6:35 PM EST) -- States are intensifying their focus on transfer pricing, but 
whether they create new and innovative programs, apply existing tools or hire outside consultants to 
help them, what is clear is that transfer pricing will be increasingly scrutinized in 2021. 

Tax professionals are now watching as, after a few years of fits and starts, state revenue departments 
adopt standard practices to examine transfer pricing, including diversifying the approaches they take to 
achieve what they think is the right price in intercompany transactions. While some states are using 
existing tools to tackle transfer pricing, many are increasingly realizing that auditing such transactions is 
a labor-intensive undertaking that they may not be able to do with existing resources or without outside 
help. 
 
"What we've seen looking back, probably a couple of years ago, is that the states are really trying to 
invest resources, focusing on transfer pricing," said Maria Todorova, a state tax partner with Eversheds 
Sutherland LLP. "They're asserting various theories. They're trying to get more educated. They're 
creating specific teams." 
 
That is leading to a lot more activity, Todorova and others said. Taxpayers are finding they must respond 
by conducting their own transfer pricing studies and taking other steps once seen only on the federal 
level. 
 
"We're doing a lot more arm's-length evaluations," said Susan Fickling-Munge, a managing director in 
the transfer pricing practice at Duff & Phelps. "Companies are becoming more aware they need to do 
something more rigorous." 
 
Litigation is still uncommon, but cases are no longer appearing only once every few years. Tax 
professionals' portfolios of nonpublic disputes are far busier. 
 
"Right now, I'm personally involved with four transfer pricing audits," said Brian Kirkell, principal of 
Washington national tax with RSM LLP U.S. "That may not seem like a lot, but I'm just one person. It's 
interesting because at the beginning of my career I never saw a state transfer pricing case." 
 
Here, Law360 presents four things to know about state transfer pricing efforts for 2021. 
 
States and Taxpayers Gear Up for More Litigation 



 

 

 
Most transfer pricing activity takes place behind the scenes, but there are a few overt clues that show 
states are focusing more of their efforts on transfer pricing. One of these clues is litigation. Lawsuits are 
relatively rare but tax professionals are watching several, including one in Georgia and one in South 
Carolina. 
 
In Georgia, Trader Joe's East, a subsidiary of the larger national grocery chain, purchased services and 
licensed intellectual property from its parent. The Georgia Department of Revenue did not allow the 
subsidiary to deduct certain expenses related to the transaction, and Trader Joe's East is challenging 
them in the Georgia Tax Tribunal. 
 
South Carolina's Department of Revenue is taking a somewhat different approach in a case 
against Tractor Supply Co. In challenging transactions between the company and two subsidiaries, the 
tax agency is contending the parent and subsidiaries should file a consolidated return. Consolidated 
returns are the norm in states with combined reporting statutes, but South Carolina is a state that 
allows subsidiaries and parents to file separately. The case is pending in the South Carolina 
Administrative Law Court, a trial court. 
 
The approach it is taking has made South Carolina a particularly active state for transfer pricing right 
now, said Clark Calhoun, state tax partner with Alston & Bird LLP. 
 
"I would expect a few more in the next six months to get filed," Calhoun said. 
 
Adam Beckerink, state tax partner with Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP, agreed, saying he sees a more 
litigious posture now than before on transfer pricing. He added that he thought states needed revenue 
and would be more aggressive. 
 
"But I also think more and more I've seen clients get tired of — I will call it being nickeled and dimed — 
and actually go into litigation," Beckerink said. 
 
States Turn to Outside Experts 
 
States have increasingly hired outside experts to assist them with transfer pricing. Among them is 
Ednaldo Silva, an economist who helped draft the federal government's transfer pricing regulations. 
Silva told Law360 that he is currently working with eight states. The Multistate Tax Commission also has 
a program, the State Intercompany Transactions Advisory Service, that states can use for training and 
support. 
 
Taxpayer advocates generally frown on states' use of outside services, saying they contribute to states 
being more aggressive than they need to be, encouraging them to look for malfeasance where it does 
not exist. 
 
"They're making a sales pitch," said Stephen Kranz of McDermott Will & Emery LLP, who has litigated 
transfer pricing cases against the District of Columbia. "'Hire me, and I will help you find money 
magically.'" 
 
Outside transfer pricing experts reject such characterizations, saying that they provide specific training 
in a highly technical and complex subject with which many states have minimal familiarity. 
 



 

 

"We do not compute the adjustment," Silva told Law360. "That is done by the state." 
 
Silva said his group trains auditors on how to conduct transfer pricing audits, and also advises states on 
what the arm's-length position, or the price that two unrelated companies would charge each other, 
should be between related parties. 
 
Joe Garrett, a managing director in Deloitte's multistate tax group, is a former deputy commissioner of 
the Alabama Department of Revenue and a former adviser to the MTC on transfer pricing and other 
state tax matters. He told Law360 that most departments of revenue would be hard-pressed to fully 
handle the specialization of transfer pricing without some assistance. 
 
"You need the expertise that comes with an economist and you need the credentials that come with an 
economist, and those don't usually exist inside the department of revenue," Garrett said. "Even if they 
have an economist, they don't have an economist that does the transfer pricing work." 
 
States Are Innovating 
 
In addition to organized efforts such as multistate training and the hiring of outside consultants, two 
states in 2020 created transfer pricing programs that tax professionals said they hadn't seen before. 
Indiana created its own Advance Pricing Agreement, something previously limited to the federal level. 
With the APA, Indiana and companies can decide ahead of time how they will approach transfer pricing 
matters that might crop up. 
 
Meanwhile, North Carolina created a temporary voluntary disclosure agreement, similar to an amnesty, 
for transfer pricing disputes. Taxpayers that enter into an agreement are rewarded with a penalty 
waiver. Voluntary disclosure agreements are a common state tool but one not previously applied to 
transfer pricing. Between Aug. 1 and Dec. 1, 2020, the state offered companies the opportunity to bring 
transfer pricing matters forward, receive a proposed adjustment from the state and attempt to come to 
an agreement. 
 
Garrett said he thought the two states had taken steps in the right direction in attempting to be 
proactive rather than waiting for controversies to arise and intensify. 
 
"If I can be optimistic about something, I hope it leads to more" such arrangements, Garrett said. "That's 
one of the things I worked toward when I was with the state, and it's something that I think still makes 
sense." 
 
In Indiana, the program has one agreement and several others in the discussion stage, Department of 
Revenue spokeswoman Emily Boesen said. She said the tax agency planned to go forward with the 
advance pricing agreements, calling them a "win-win." 
 
North Carolina Department of Revenue spokesman Schorr Johnson said 50 corporate tax groups had 
come forward to participate in the voluntary disclosure agreement as of mid-January. He said the state 
should have final numbers in early February. 
 
Silva, who is an advisor to both programs, said they offer a faster process and an effort by both parties 
to arrive at a solution. He said other states had expressed interest to him. 
 
"It's a solution in which I think taxpayers must be prepared to make concessions, and likewise for the 



 

 

state," Silva said. "I think this is positive." 
 
States Apply an Array of Tools 
 
States are developing broader and deeper technical knowledge based on the Internal Revenue 
Code's Section 482, which allows the Internal Revenue Service to make adjustments if it determines that 
prices between related companies do not follow the arm's-length principle. They are applying more 
scrutiny to the principle, and seeking more detailed transfer pricing studies, Todorova said. 
 
Beckerink agreed, saying he sees such applications in Indiana's focus on transfer pricing and in the 
model that the MTC has offered states. 
 
But not all states want to go there, said Jenny Austin, state tax partner at Morgan Lewis. This is 
especially true if they can use a method they are more comfortable with, such as applying their addback 
statutes or trying to require companies to file consolidated returns, if those methods lead to the results 
they want. Addback statutes generally require that companies add back to taxable income the interest 
or intangible expenses paid between related parties. 
 
"If they're going Indiana's route, they're now really looking at documentation and trying to do what 
we've historically done at the federal level, where the IRS comes in and challenges pricing," Austin said. 
She called the approach one of "two lines" states are using. 
 
"The second line is taking your traditional state concepts, like forced combination, and nexus, and using 
those arguments to attack transfer pricing issues," Austin said. 
 
Austin also said she thought states have paid attention to cases such as Altera. In June, the U.S. Supreme 
Court declined to hear a challenge against transfer pricing regulations brought by Intel subsidiary Altera, 
leaving intact a Ninth Circuit ruling that found the U.S. Treasury Department was justified in issuing its 
cost-sharing rules. Those rules require affiliated businesses to include stock-based compensation in their 
cost-sharing agreements for developing intangible property. 
 
"If you're trying to close a budget gap, maybe you look at transfer pricing issues at the state level," 
Austin said. "I think that's where you are going to see it, and we are seeing it already. I think there's a big 
uptick [and more coming] in transfer pricing adjustments at the state level." 
 
--Editing by Robert Rudinger and Neil Cohen. 
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